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Azure Cloud Consulting Services

Eviden acts as a solid foundation, enabler, and catalyst in the Azure 
cloud journey, producing the following outcomes:

• Enhanced Security: Eviden Landing Zone for Azure provides a 
secure environment, fostering confident innovation. With 
security by design, operational resilience, and embedded 
compliance, it aligns with Azure Cloud Architecture policies and 
best practices.

• Effortless Azure Entry: Seamlessly enter Azure Cloud with a 
ready-to-use, enterprise-grade platform, validating technical and 
business requirements.

• Time Savings: Benefit from an approximately 80% reduction in 
deployment time. We consolidate artifacts, blueprints, and 
repeatable code assets into a unified data plane for efficiency.

• Cost Efficiency: We aim to reduce resource enablement and 
training costs by around 60%. Our use-case-driven approach, led 
by certified and experienced teams, optimizes expenses.

What We Offer

Eviden Landing Zone for Azure
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• Eviden Landing Zones for Azure development 
efforts closely align with Microsoft’s Cloud 
Adoption Framework (CAF) and Well-
Architected Framework (WAF) architecture, 
roadmap, and strategy to leverage the proven 
guidance and best practices provided by 
Microsoft to create and implement the business 
and technology strategies necessary for an 
organization to succeed in their cloud adoption 
journey.

• With Eviden Landing Zones for Azure, Eviden 
provides a modern, flexible, and modular cloud-
native implementation of Azure Landing Zones, 
amended with all the necessary configurations 
to operate it at scale in a production 
environment. Optionally, add-on capabilities and 
service wrappers can be activated to support a 
wide range of Azure services.

How it Works Execution Strategies and Solutions

Cloud Adoption Framework

Well Architected Framework
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Target of 56% TCO reduction in 
Infrastructure hosting

Company: Capita An International BPO and professional services company 

Solution:

• The regulatory risk was eliminated with the latest supported version of their 
infrastructure and the underlying application software

• Technical debt was removed within the Infrastructure, Application, and 
Network

• Cloud benefits – scalability, high availability, and improved performance were 
achieved with a ~56% TCO reduction in Infrastructure hosting, ~36% savings of 
BAU support

Outcome:

• Eviden conducted a rapid assessment test with recommendations outlining 
the project’s complexity, size, and scale. 

• After a 13-month-long migration, a new Eviden Digital Cloud Services (DCS) 
infrastructure was built using the Microsoft Azure Cloud Adoption Framework.

• Eviden is delivering a 5-year infrastructure and application-managed service.

Target of 36% savings of BAU 
support

Company: A Global sustainable Chemical Company’s journey to the cloud

Solution:

• Eviden smoothly transitioned and managed existing cloud infrastructure, adhering 
to standards and best practices.

• Azure DCS was implemented for Indorama, and Eviden efficiently manages 
resources using Azure Lighthouse.

• Environment deployment and integration are handled through Azure blueprints.

Outcome:

• Shared Responsibility Model

• Azure Native tooling first

• Intelligent policy & event-driven architecture 

• Governance & Insights

• Unified management and overview of the infrastructure using Azure Dashboards 

• Eviden’s solutions enabled faster time-to-market for the company through 
automated and optimized cloud orchestration

Customer Outcomes

Customer Success

Microsoft Business Group
global-microsoft@eviden.com 

Contact Eviden is your preferred digital, cloud, data, 
and security partner to help you realize your 
digital future. Together, Microsoft and Eviden 
are expanding the possibilities of data and 
technology, now and for generations to come. 

mailto:Microsoft.global@eviden.com
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